This newsletter compiles information on the latest activities carried out by the EUIPO in the context of the EU-Funded IP projects implemented on behalf of the European Commission.

IP Key China Project
Upcoming Activities

Workshops and Study Visits for SPP Prosecutors and EIPPN Meeting in Europe
20/05/19
Area: China Location: Spain, Sweden and the Netherlands

With the support and organisation by IP Key, a Chinese delegation of the Supreme People’s Procuratorate of the PRC (SPP) and Local/Provincial prosecutors will visit the EU in May for a ten day study visit in Sweden, the Netherlands and Spain respectively. During this visit, the Chinese...

Knowledge Exchanges on Patent Trials
19/05/19
Area: China Location: France, Luxembourg, Germany

China now files more patents than any other country in the world, including the U.S. In part, this has been fuelled by a government drive to encourage universities and technology firms to file. Yet whilst mobilising state policy to increase the quantity of applications has not been a challenge...

Seminar in cooperation with UPOV, Chinese ministry, on the international cooperation on the “take-over” of DUS technical reports and FSS/EDV implementation
22/04/19
Area: China Location: Beijing

Based on the previous cooperation with the UPOV, CPVO, MARA and SFGA, IP Key’s seminars will take place in Beijing which focus on FSS & EDV and international cooperation and take-over of DUS reports. On 23 March 1999, China acceded to the UPOV ‘78 Act. This means that new varieties...

IP Key China Project Activities from 01/01/19 to 31/03/19

Approval of IP Key Annual Work Plan 2019
29/03/19
Area: China Location: China

The 2019 Annual Work Plan (AWP) of IP Key China has been approved on 10 December 2018 after close consultation with all stakeholders. It consists 29 activities covering all fields of IP, which will be implemented in cooperation with the relevant partners. Activities will continue to...

Exchange on Anti-Unfair Competition Law (trade secrets) in the EU
06/01/19
Area: China Location: Germany, Luxembourg and Belgium

With the revised AUCL (Anti-Unfair Competition Law of PRC) became effective on 1st January 2018 for the first time since its promulgation in 1993, IP Key China together with the State Administration of Market Regulation (SAMR) jointly organised an Exchange on Anti-Unfair Competition for...

If you (or your institution) are interested in the implementation of these activities as experts please register in the Call of Expression of interest